
A linked flash story collection surrounding 
Buddy Holly’s 1959 plane crash site and the 
still-obsessed inhabitants of the Iowa town.

Shelf Talker. Print, and cut out along solid black line. Fold on dotted line to 
adhere over edge of shelf.

“An incredible glossolalia of haunted voices, 
with prose as psychically infectious as rock & 
roll.” —Barrett Bowlin, author of Ghosts Caught on Film

A linked flash story 
collection surrounding 
Buddy Holly’s 1959 
plane crash site and the 
still-obsessed inhabitants 
of the Iowa town.

Shelf Talker for local venues in Iowa and Illinois. Print, and cut out along 
solid black line. Fold on dotted line to adhere over edge of shelf.
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A linked
flash story 
collection 
surrounding 
Buddy Holly’s 
1959 plane 
crash site and 
the still-
obsessed 
inhabitants of 
the Iowa town.

Point-of-Sale Sign. Print, and cut out along solid black line.

“An incredible glossolalia of haunted voices, 
with prose as psychically infectious as rock & 
roll.” —Barrett Bowlin, author of Ghosts Caught on Film

“A wild and wise collection of
fever dreams set in an ailing Iowa.”

—Ryan Ridge, author of New Bad News
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Bookmarks. Print, and cut out along the blue background edges. Cut through the overlapping glasses that run in between the blue edges.



AUTHOR
READING
HERE

WHO: Author Brett Biebel
        WHAT: Reading Winter Dance 
           Party, his linked flash story
          collection surrounding Buddy
           Holly’s 1959 plane crash 
           site and the still-obsessed 
           inhabitants of the Iowa town.
WHERE:
WHEN:
TIME:
COST:

BRETT BIEBEL is the author of 48 Blitz and Winter Dance Party. His 
short fiction has been included in dozens of literary journals and 
anthologized by Best Small Fictions and Best Microfiction. It’s also 
been listed as part of Wigleaf’s annual Top 50 Very Short Stories 
(2021). He writes and teaches in Illinois, near the Iowa border.



AUTHOR
SIGNING
HERE

WHO: Author Brett Biebel
        WHAT: Signing Winter Dance 
           Party, his linked flash story 
           collection surrounding Buddy
           Holly’s 1959 plane crash 
           site and the still-obsessed 
           inhabitants of the Iowa town.
WHERE:
WHEN:
TIME:
COST:

BRETT BIEBEL is the author of 48 Blitz and Winter Dance Party. His 
short fiction has been included in dozens of literary journals and 
anthologized by Best Small Fictions and Best Microfiction. It’s also 
been listed as part of Wigleaf’s annual Top 50 Very Short Stories 
(2021). He writes and teaches in Illinois, near the Iowa border.


